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“Snowman on the Moor, The” 328
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“Three Women” 329, 337–8
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“Waking in Winter” 329
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Playing in the Dark (Morrison) 13, 71
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and Asian writers 519–32
and Lovecraft 145, 270
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“Black Cat, The” 47, 153, 156
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“Fall of the House of Usher, The” 24, 47, 177, 178–9, 184, 152–3
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“Man of the Crowd, The” 47, 128, 132
“Masque of the Red Death, The” 24, 159
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“MS. Found in a Bottle” 151
Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket, The 44, 152, 270
“Oval Portrait, The” 178

Politian 98
“Tell-Tale Heart, The” 156, 159
“To One in Paradise” 106
“Ulalume” 152
“William Wilson” 47, 156–7, 165–75, 477
“Poe-Posthumous; or, The Light-House” (Oates) 311
Poisoned Kiss and Other Stories from the Portuguese, The (Oates) 309
Polanski, Roman: Rosemary’s Baby 45
Politian (Poe) 98
Poltergeist (film and sequels) 227, 320, 324, 325
“Pomegranate Seed, The” (Wharton) 48
“Poor Man’s Pudding and Rich Man’s Crumbs” (Melville) 159–60
Porte, Joel 375n5
posthumanism (defined) 417n1
“Posthumous” (Oates) 310
Power of Blackness, The (Levin) 4–5
Powers of Horror (Kristeva) 11
Prairie, The (J. F. Cooper) 85, 92
Preminger, Otto: Laura (film) 483
“Prey” (Matheson) 218
“Private Life, The” (H. James) 192–3
Pro Cluentio (Cicero) 115
“Procession of Life, The” (Hawthorne) 160
“Prophecy of Samuel Sewall, The” (Whittier) 145
Prospero’s America: John Winthrop, Jr., Alchemy, and the Creation of New England Culture, 1606–1676 (Woodward) 142
Proyas, Alex: I, Robot (film) 50
Psycho (Hitchcock) 45, 318, 463
Punter, David 30, 174, 241, 332, 357, 434, 536

Putnam’s Monthly 72

Quaker City: Or, the Monks of Monk Hall, The (Lippard) 129–32
queer see sexuality, alternative
Quer Gothic (Haggerty) 11
Quiet, Please (radio series) 467, 469
Quine, Richard: Bell, Book and Candle (film) 47
Quinn, Arthur Hobson 98–9, 104, 105
Rabuzzi, Kathryn Allen 296, 298
Rachel Dyer (Neal) 85
Radcliffe, Ann 10
Mysteries of Udolpho, The 85, 202–3, 208, 225, 329
Romance of the Forest, The 100, 103
Radway, Janice: Reading the Romance 10
Raiolo, Eino: The Haunted Castle 177
"Raise the Red Lantern" (Tong) 526–7
Raising Demons (S. Jackson) 291, 294
Rampo, Edogawa 521
Randlesb (Neal) 85
Rapatzikou, Tatian, G. 420
"Rappaccini’s Daughter" (Hawthorne) 49
"Rats in the Walls, The" (Lovecraft) 272
Raven and Other Poems, The (Poe) 99
"Reach, The" (S. King) 145
Reading Asian American Literature
(Wong) 257
Reading the Romance (Radway) 10
"Realm of the Unreal, The" (Bierce) 217
Reap (Rickstad) 363
Red Roe (TV, S. King) 48
Red Sorghum (Yan) 526
Red Tree, The (Kiernan) 144–5
Redburn (Melville) 159
Redding, Arthur: “Haunts”: American Ghosts, Millennial Passions, and Contemporary Gothic Fiction 452
Redefining the American Gothic (Gross) 7
Reeve, Clara: The Old English Baron 102, 422
Reinhardt, Max 481–2
Renaissance Self-Fashioning (Greenblatt) 12
Republic of Wine, The (Yan) 526
Resident Evil (film and sequels) 53
Resnais, Alain: Hiroshima Mon Amour (film) 333
Restuccia, Frances, L. 292
"Revelation" (O’Connor) 280
"Revolt of the Worms" (radio drama, Oboler) 468–9
Reynolds, David S.: Beneath the American Renaissance 143, 148, 160–1
Ribemont, or the Feudal Baron (Dunlap) 98, 100, 101
Rice, Anne
Interview with the Vampire 341, 344–6
Vampire Chronicles, The 44–5, 341–2, 344–6
Vampire Lestat, The 342
Rice (Tong) 527
Richardson, Maurice 340
Rickstad, Eric: Reap 363
Riddley Walker (Hoban) 451
Right At Your Door (film) 322
Ringe, Donald: American Gothic Literature 148
Ripley, George 159
Rise of Life on Earth, The (Oates) 307
“River, The” (O’Connor) 282
Road, The (film, Hillcoat) 447
Road, The (novel, McCarthy) 185, 392–3, 400–2, 456–7
Road Through the Wall, The (S. Jackson) 293–4, 320
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Robert, Etienne-Gaspard 490
Robinson, Douglas 450
Robinson, Eden
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Monkey Beach 229, 234
Roddick, Nick 455
“Roger Malvin’s Burial” (Hawthorne) 90, 92, 153
“Romance of Certain Old Clothes, The” (H. James) 189–92, 193
Romance of the Forest, The (Radcliffe) 100, 103
Romeo and Juliet (Shakespeare) 547, 553, 555, 556
Romeo + Juliet (film, Luhrmann) 547
Romero, George 508
Dawn of the Dead 50, 322
Jack’s Wife 322, 323
Night of the Living Dead 50
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Rosemary's Baby (film, Polanski) 46
Rosemary's Baby (novel, I. Levin) 323
Rosenthal, Bernard: Salem Story: Reading the Witch Trials of 1692 141
Rosny, J. H. 448
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Rovira, James 56, 65
Rowe, John Carlos: Through the Custom-House 8
Rowlandson, Mary: Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson
A 43, 89
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Safe (film, Haynes) 323
Salem Story: Reading the Witch Trials of 1692 (Rosenthal) 141
Salem witch trials. See witchcraft
Salem's Lot (S. King) 142, 322, 356, 358–9, 360
Sampson, Emma Speed: Mary Louise and Josie O’Gorman 207
Sapphirine Signet, The (Seaman) 205
Sasquatch see Bigfoot
Saussure, Ferdinand de 7–8
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American Gothic: New Interventions in a National Narrative (with Martin) 6, 87, 95, 163, 176, 249, 253, 327, 403, 535, 545
“Face of the Tenant, The” 87, 227, 228, 249–50, 259–60
“Rise of American Gothic, The” 227, 508, 536
Scare Tactics: Supernatural Fiction by American Women Writers (Weinstein) 144
Scarlet Plague, The (London) 449
Scarlet Street (film, Lang) 483–4
Schedler, Christopher 230
Scheunemann, Dietrich: Expressionist Films: New Perspectives 481
Scott, Ridley
Alien (film) 51
Blade Runner (film) 50
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Kenilworth 100, 102
Marmion 103–4
Scream (film) 321
“Scream, The” (painting, Munch) 481
Seaman, Augusta Huiell
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Seaver, James Everett: Narrative of the Life of Mrs. Mary Jemison, A 91–2
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Second Sex, The (de Beauvoir) 9
Secret History, The (Tartt) 165–75
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Secret of the Lost Fortune, The (Baum) 205
Secret of the Old Clock (Wirt and Stratemeyer) 208
Secret Rendezvous (Abé) 522
Secret World, The (digital game) 507
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Sedgwick, Eve Kosofsky 10
Between Men 11
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Sense of the Past, The (H. James) 197–8
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Serling, Rod 469, 471
Seven Gothic Tales (Dinesen) 549
sexuality, alternative 11, 13, 116, 144, 170, 340–62, 376, 435–9, 478, 492, 500, 547–58
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Shakespeare, William
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Romeo and Juliet 547, 553, 555, 556
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   *“Shunned House, The”* (Lovecraft)  274
   Shyamalan, M. Night
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“Circumstance” 90, 91
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Star Wars (film and sequels) 51
Starr Bright Will Be with You Soon (Oates, as Rosamond Smith) 312
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Stepfather, The (film) 521
Stepford Wives, The (novel, I. Levin, and film) 322, 323, 325
Sterling, Bruce 419
Stevenson, Robert Louis
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Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr. Hyde 449, 477
“Stick, The” (Abé) 522
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Stir of Echoes, A (Matheson) 322, 324
Stoker, Bram: Dracula 143, 305, 344
Storm of the Century (S. King) 358–9, 360
Stowe, Harriet Beecher: Oldtown Fireside Stories 143
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Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, The (Stevenson) 449, 477
“Strange Kind of Brain Damage, A” (Xue) 525
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Hidden Staircase, The 205, 208
Secret of the Old Clock, The 208
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Suburban Gothic in American Popular Culture, The (Murphy) 7
Suburban Myth, The (Donaldson) 317
Sue, Eugene: Les Mystères de Paris 128
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“Summer People, The” (S. Jackson) 146
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Sunset Boulevard (film, Wilder) 485–7
Supernatural Horror in Literature
(Lovecraft) 5, 270, 533
Supernaturalism of New England, The (Whittier) 145
Superstition (Barker) 104
Surprising Account of the Discovery of a Lady Who Was Taken by the Indians in the Year 1777, and After Making her Escape, She Retired to a Lonely Cave, Where She Lived Nine Years, A (Panther) 89–90
Suspense (radio series) 466, 467
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Take Shelter (film, Nichols) 322, 325–6
Tales of a Traveller (Irving) 100
Tales of Love (Kristeva) 547
Tales of Soldiers and Civilians (Bierce) 216
Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque (Poe)
Tan, Amy: The Joy Luck Club 252
“Tanglefoot” (radio drama, W. Cooper) 469
Tanizaki, Junichirō
“Captain Shigomoto’s Mother” 523
Diary of a Mad Old Man 523
Key, The 523
and Poe 523–4
“Tatooer, The” 523
Tarantino, Quentin: Kill Bill 89
Targets (film, Bogdanovich) 321
Tartt, Donna: The Secret History 165–75
Tate, Allen: The Fathers 184
Taylor, Edward 45–6
Teague, Louis: Caju (film) 53
Teeth (film) 323, 325
“Tell-Tale Heart, The” (Poe) 156, 159
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Tem, Melanie
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